Teams are increasingly asked to solve novel and complex problems, especially in knowledge-intensive domains, such as in technology development, professional service work, or basic and applied research ([@bibr23-1046496417732403]; [@bibr78-1046496417732403]). Yet, it is, "ever more difficult for any leader from above to have all of the knowledge, skills and abilities necessary to lead all aspects of knowledge work" ([@bibr115-1046496417732403], p. 132), often creating a need for team members to share leadership responsibilities. As such, shared leadership emerges in a team to the extent that leader influence is distributed among team members ([@bibr26-1046496417732403]). Of specific interest to the current research is shared authentic leadership (SAL; [@bibr64-1046496417732403]), which---in broad terms---describes a mutual influence process whereby team members share leadership responsibilities in a fashion that reflects self-awareness, balanced processing of information, relational transparency toward one another, and an internalized moral perspective.

Authentic leadership describes a genuine form of leadership through which leaders remain true to their personal values and convictions, display consistency between their words and deeds, and thereby garner high levels of trust and performance from followers ([@bibr3-1046496417732403]). Interestingly, the large majority of research has studied authentic leadership at the individual level (see [@bibr51-1046496417732403]). [@bibr64-1046496417732403], however, argued that authentic leadership also takes place at the team level and that it can be shared. That is, leadership can be distributed among team members, change at varying points depending on which member(s) meets the needs of the team at the time, and carried out in an authentic way that is respected by all members. This view aligns with a broader realization in management science that the notion of a singular strong team leader may be outdated, especially since recent evidence suggests that leadership often is a shared team responsibility (see [@bibr140-1046496417732403]). Thus, we followed the lead of [@bibr64-1046496417732403] and studied SAL and its effects at the team level. By defining authentic leadership at the team level we can extend authentic leadership theory to study questions that, while practically relevant, have hitherto received little research attention. Specifically, we assess the mediating mechanisms through which SAL influences team effectiveness. We posit that by examining how such teams authentically share leadership responsibilities, a replicable model for successfully sharing leadership in knowledge-intensive teams can be developed.

We make three major contributions to the literature. First, we unearth the mechanisms through which authentic leadership may exert influence on team effectiveness. Existing research is limited to singling out a particular mediator, such as positive affective tone ([@bibr64-1046496417732403]) or teamwork behavior ([@bibr59-1046496417732403]). Instead, we develop a comprehensive, theoretically grounded framework that suggests three mediating mechanisms between SAL and team effectiveness ([@bibr88-1046496417732403]; [@bibr146-1046496417732403]). We expect cognitive (i.e., shared mental models \[SMM\]), affective-motivational (i.e., team trust), and behavioral (i.e., team coordination) mechanisms to explain the SAL--effectiveness association. By developing and testing a multiple mediation model, we provide a more complete answer as to why SAL may be related to team effectiveness, limit the risk of overestimating the importance of a single mediator, and develop the knowledge necessary to design interventions that target specific mediating mechanisms ([@bibr40-1046496417732403]; [@bibr142-1046496417732403]).

Second, we study SAL at the component level. Although authentic leadership has been defined with regard to its four primary components (i.e., self-awareness, balanced processing, relational transparency, and internalized moral perspective; [@bibr51-1046496417732403]; [@bibr138-1046496417732403]), extant research on authentic leadership has rarely examined these separate components and their effects ([@bibr51-1046496417732403]). [@bibr110-1046496417732403], however, concluded from their development and assessment of the Authentic Leadership Inventory (ALI) that "future research might be best served by using the dimensions or scales separately rather than combining them all into a global measure" (p. 1156). Such separation allows for the identification of components that are most important in particular situations, as [@bibr51-1046496417732403] and more recently, [@bibr5-1046496417732403], recommended. By investigating the effects of the SAL dimensions separately, we better align authentic leadership theory and measurement and hope to gain a more nuanced understanding of SAL.

Third, we focus on a specific kind of knowledge-intensive team, that is, research teams. A research team is a "group of researchers collaborating to produce scientific results, which are primarily communicated in the form of research articles" ([@bibr103-1046496417732403], p. 3984). We study shared leadership in research teams because of the apparent shift in science from individual scholarship to scientific teamwork ([@bibr144-1046496417732403]), and because research teams often operate without a formally appointed leader, making them dependent on shared leadership ([@bibr73-1046496417732403]). Although the sharing of leadership responsibilities is especially relevant in scientific teams, it is also fraught with difficulties because scientific teams try to solve novel, complex problems while they are often geographically dispersed and pressed for time ([@bibr72-1046496417732403]; [@bibr126-1046496417732403]). Unfortunately, our knowledge of how to master these collaborations and leadership challenges in research teams remains limited (see [@bibr126-1046496417732403]). In this study, we suggest that SAL can help address some of these challenges.

We focus on SAL because researchers are drawn to research teams by perceived opportunities for self-determination and autonomy---qualities central to authenticity and the self-authorship of one's work and career choices ([@bibr77-1046496417732403]). SAL is about being open in giving and receiving feedback and implies being skeptical toward one's own viewpoints before making decisions. These qualities also facilitate scientific discoveries, and if widespread in a research team, should foster research productivity (e.g., [@bibr128-1046496417732403]). SAL, thus, may motivate research teams in ways that other leadership styles cannot.

Theoretical Background and Hypotheses {#section1-1046496417732403}
=====================================

Authentic Leadership {#section2-1046496417732403}
--------------------

Authentic leadership describes a form of leadership whereby the leader is "true to the self" ([@bibr50-1046496417732403], p. 357). Authentic leaders act in accordance with their personal values and convictions, display consistency between their words and deeds, and thereby garner high levels of trust and performance from followers ([@bibr3-1046496417732403]). Authentic leadership is related to the more general concept of *authentic functioning*, which arises from "the operation of one's core or true self in one's daily enterprise" ([@bibr76-1046496417732403], p. 13). Authentic functioning is manifest by being truthful, self-aware as to what is personally motivating, and "staying true to personal values through behavior" ([@bibr85-1046496417732403], p. 1679). Unlike authentic functioning, though, authentic leadership goes beyond simple intra- and interpersonal authenticity, as it constitutes a form of influence whereby leadership and followership is realized ([@bibr50-1046496417732403]).

As noted in psychological conceptions of authenticity, it appears that to foster such authentic leader--follower relationships, authentic leaders pursue heightened levels of self-awareness, balanced processing, relational transparency, and an internalized moral perspective for themselves and followers (see [@bibr76-1046496417732403] and [@bibr77-1046496417732403] for more information on the theoretical underpinnnings of authentic leadership).

Specifically, self-awareness reflects the extent to which one knows oneself; it provides a foundation for authenticity, in that one must first know the self to be true to that self. Balanced processing implies being open to process both positive and negative self-relevant information with minimal influence of ego-defensive mechanisms ([@bibr76-1046496417732403]). Relational transparency constitutes an ability and willingness to share personal information with close others, thereby making oneself vulnerable and fostering heightened levels of interpersonal trust ([@bibr50-1046496417732403]). An internalized moral perspective involves the internal regulation of moral reasoning and conduct, such that one makes ethical decisions and engages in ethical behavior consistent with personal values ([@bibr138-1046496417732403]). By modeling these behaviors and promoting open and authentic relationships, authentic leaders strive to foster the authentic development of followers. The mechanisms whereby authentic leaders are posited to influence followers in teams include behavioral modeling, personal and organizational identification, emotional contagion, support for self-determination, and social exchanges ([@bibr70-1046496417732403]).

Introducing SAL {#section3-1046496417732403}
---------------

[@bibr145-1046496417732403] argued that at the team level, "authentic leadership can be viewed as operating similarly to the shared leadership approach" (p. 701). Shared leadership describes an "emergent team property that results from the distribution of leadership influence across multiple team members" ([@bibr26-1046496417732403], p. 1218). To the extent that shared leadership is the norm in teams, leadership functions are distributed among members (e.g., [@bibr43-1046496417732403]; [@bibr45-1046496417732403]), and members see it as their joint responsibility to lead each other toward goal achievement ([@bibr140-1046496417732403]). Consistent with the shared leadership literature and in following [@bibr64-1046496417732403], we define SAL as an emergent phenomenon characterized by mutual influence and distributed responsibility that helps teams develop their "positive psychological capabilities and promotes a positive climate consistent with members' values and beliefs" (p. 1477).

Shared leadership behaviors differ from team processes. [@bibr140-1046496417732403] summarized that difference as follows: "The former \[shared leadership\] stresses distributed influence and responsibility among team members ([@bibr26-1046496417732403]), while the latter \[teamwork or team processes\] pertains to a set of cooperatively oriented cognitions, attitudes, and actions through which team members convert member inputs to team outputs. (p. 181)"

[@bibr26-1046496417732403] further highlighted the fact that team processes such as cooperation or helping, unlike shared leadership, did not involve any active kind of influence. They also distinguished between shared leadership and team cognition constructs such as shared mental models because "the former \[shared leadership\] concerns collective influence, whereas the latter concerns collective cognition" (p. 1221). Accordingly, we argue that shared leadership and team processes constitute distinct phenomena, with the former often being conceptualized as an input to team processes and teamwork ([@bibr2-1046496417732403]).

SAL and Research Team Effectiveness {#section4-1046496417732403}
-----------------------------------

Effective teams manage to balance different criteria (e.g., productivity and member satisfaction), without ever "completely sacrificing any one to achieve the others" ([@bibr58-1046496417732403], p. 272). Team effectiveness, accordingly, has been conceived as a multidimensional construct (e.g., [@bibr33-1046496417732403]; [@bibr79-1046496417732403]; [@bibr97-1046496417732403]), distinguishing, for example, among performance output, viability, and satisfaction of members' needs ([@bibr57-1046496417732403]). Here, we focus on three indicators of team effectiveness: an objective indicator of publication quality as reflected by impact factor, a measure of team performance as perceived by team members, and a measure of team satisfaction.

Based on extant theory and prior research, we anticipate that SAL will be positively related to research team effectiveness. That is, we expect that the synergistic effects of authentic leadership that have been shown to operate in dyads and teams ([@bibr5-1046496417732403]; [@bibr51-1046496417732403]) will emerge within research teams as SAL, enabling members to coordinate and build upon one another's efforts in an open and transparent fashion, thereby producing elevated levels of team effectiveness. [@bibr64-1046496417732403] indeed showed that SAL in new venture management teams indirectly exerted a positive effect on firm performance, as mediated by team-level positive affective tone. Additional support comes from [@bibr59-1046496417732403] who found that team leader authenticity influenced the average level of authenticity reflected within teams, which in turn enhanced teamwork and subsequent team productivity.

Authentic leadership theory conceptualizes the dimensions of authentic leadership as covarying, rather than exerting differential effects ([@bibr50-1046496417732403]). Thus, although studied separately in the current research for the reasons noted in the introduction, we have no theoretical reason to expect differential effects for particular dimensions of SAL, and thus hypothesize as follows:

1.  **Hypothesis1 (H1):** The SAL dimensions of self-awareness, balanced processing, relational transparency, and internalized moral perspective will be positively associated with research team effectiveness as reflected by impact factor (H1a), perceived team performance (H1b), and team satisfaction (H1c).

Multiple Mediating Pathways {#section5-1046496417732403}
---------------------------

To theoretically ground our mediating mechanisms, we draw from functional leadership theory ([@bibr100-1046496417732403]). Functional leadership is a form of team leadership, which is best understood in terms of team needs. That is, the leadership role is "to do, or get done, whatever is not being adequately handled for group needs" ([@bibr100-1046496417732403], p. 5). Insofar as anyone (inside or outside the team) takes on the responsibility of satisfying a team need, they are a leader of the team ([@bibr106-1046496417732403]). Thus, multiple individuals may take on a team leadership role when attempting to satisfy a particular need of the team ([@bibr107-1046496417732403]). The functional perspective of team leadership suggests that leadership can be defined in terms of social problem-solving, rather than describing a prespecified set of behaviors. Therefore, "\[a\]ny behavior pattern that reflects effective goal-directed action by leader role incumbents would constitute leadership" ([@bibr146-1046496417732403], p. 454).

Consistent with this functional problem-solving perspective, [@bibr146-1046496417732403] proposed a team effectiveness model according to which functional leadership processes influence team effectiveness via four types of mediating mechanisms (i.e., cognitive, motivational, affective, and coordination). [@bibr65-1046496417732403] consolidated these four team mechanisms into three types of shared team leadership functions---cognitive, affective-motivational, and behavioral. We examined the influence of SAL on team effectiveness in terms of SMM (cognitive), team trust (affective-motivational), and team coordination (behavioral). We label these factors as mediating mechanisms to denote that we study both team processes and emergent states ([@bibr93-1046496417732403]; see [Figure 1](#fig1-1046496417732403){ref-type="fig"}).

![Hypothesized multiple mediation model of SAL and team effectiveness.\
*Note.* SAL = shared authentic leadership.](10.1177_1046496417732403-fig1){#fig1-1046496417732403}

The SMM concept was introduced to explain *how* teams effectively achieve coordination in complex, dynamic, and uncertain contexts ([@bibr104-1046496417732403]). SMM (or team mental models) describe the common knowledge that team members hold about their work tasks and/or social processes ([@bibr96-1046496417732403]). We follow [@bibr104-1046496417732403] and define SMM as "team members' shared, organized understanding and mental representation of knowledge about key elements of the team's relevant environment" (p. 879). Team trust is defined as team members' shared positive expectations about each other's actions ([@bibr39-1046496417732403], [@bibr40-1046496417732403]). This implies that team trust describes a shared perception that emerges from individual members' trust perceptions. Team coordination is about combining the actions of members and synchronizing the different activities to achieve a common goal ([@bibr80-1046496417732403]). Team coordination is defined as the "process of orchestrating the sequence and timing of interdependent actions" ([@bibr93-1046496417732403], p. 363).

We focus on SMM, team trust, and team coordination because of their relevance as mediators between SAL and team effectiveness. As we explain below, these mediators are important in their own right, but they are also meaningful when looked at together (for similar arguments, see [@bibr40-1046496417732403]) because each represents one of the three critical team needs---cognitive, affective-motivational, and behavioral---that, according to functional leadership theory, must be satisfied for teams to be successful ([@bibr107-1046496417732403]). For analytic clarity, we build separate arguments for the different mediating pathways despite our stated use of a multiple mediation model that allows us to simultaneously estimate the relative influence of SMM, team trust, and team coordination.

### The mediating role of SMM {#section6-1046496417732403}

SAL should help develop SMM by improving communication and knowledge exchange ([@bibr41-1046496417732403]; [@bibr101-1046496417732403]). [@bibr146-1046496417732403] argued that to develop SMM within a team, leaders need to effectively communicate their own mental model of team action to team members. If leader communication is effective, the mental models of members should converge ([@bibr146-1046496417732403]). Following [@bibr146-1046496417732403], we suggest a positive influence of SAL on SMM in research teams. SAL involves using information in an open, balanced manner by inviting supportive as well as contradictory input. As such, SAL implies that members who take on leadership responsibilities are likely to share more information with others ([@bibr43-1046496417732403]), introduce perspectives that otherwise would remain unheard ([@bibr44-1046496417732403]), and enhance team knowledge distribution ([@bibr101-1046496417732403]). Members can thus learn more from others' explanations, adapt their own mental models, and develop a shared understanding ([@bibr86-1046496417732403]).

We expect the components of SAL to jointly facilitate SMM. First, by sharing leadership in ways reflective of deepened self-awareness, SAL facilitates SMM by building a "collective awareness of the team's motives, strengths, and weaknesses" ([@bibr89-1046496417732403]). Second, by seeking positive and negative feedback from team members---indicative of balanced processing---SAL benefits SMM as teams develop "an accurate sense of their work and their relationships to superiors, followers, and peers" ([@bibr42-1046496417732403], p. 597). Third, relational transparency, which involves "expressing one's thoughts and emotions openly and sharing information that often is personal with others" ([@bibr56-1046496417732403], p. 53), serves to promote the common understanding that characterizes SMM. Fourth, the more leaders are committed to core ethical values (i.e., internalized moral perspective), the more tangible their moral standards are, thus providing normative guideline for followers. In a team where SAL is given, the mutual expression of members' core ethical values promotes a common understanding of the ethical behaviors accepted (see [@bibr18-1046496417732403]).

Empirical research seems to support this view. [@bibr101-1046496417732403] found partial support for a positive link between shared leadership and mental model similarity in student teams. [@bibr132-1046496417732403] found that student teams with shared leadership developed greater metaknowledge about who in the team knew what. In addition, [@bibr94-1046496417732403] found that teams formed more SMM when leaders provided members with detailed information, and [@bibr44-1046496417732403] found that participative leadership promoted SMM development. Given that [@bibr132-1046496417732403] and [@bibr101-1046496417732403] focused on student teams, questions about the generalizability of these findings remain. To advance insights that go beyond these findings, we propose that SAL is positively associated with SMM in research teams.

SMM should enable teams to similarly interpret information and anticipate others' needs and actions, ultimately benefiting team effectiveness. [@bibr99-1046496417732403], for instance, proposed mental model convergence to positively associate with virtual team performance. Field and laboratory studies demonstrate a positive link between SMM and team effectiveness ([@bibr37-1046496417732403]). Although studied less often, SMM have also been associated with team satisfaction and team viability (e.g., [@bibr119-1046496417732403]). Thus, we hypothesize as follows:

1.  **Hypothesis 2 (H2):** SMM will mediate the positive relationship between the SAL dimensions of self-awareness, balanced processing, relational transparency, and internalized moral perspective, and team effectiveness as reflected by impact factor (H2a), perceived team performance (H2b), and team satisfaction (H2c).

### The mediating role of team trust {#section7-1046496417732403}

A second reason why SAL benefits research teams is that it promotes trust. When engaging in SAL, members use the influence granted by others in a balanced manner, thereby creating trust and ultimately benefiting team functioning. [@bibr50-1046496417732403] argued that members will develop trust in leaders who make decisions in a manner that is self-reflective, transparent, and grounded in a moral perspective. Authentic leaders strive toward openness and truthfulness in relationships and engage in balanced processing instead of forcing their own agenda ([@bibr70-1046496417732403]). Followers can rely on past experiences to predict leaders' reactions, and, thus, are more willing to trust the leader in the future ([@bibr31-1046496417732403]). The more truthful and transparent leaders are in their decision making, the more insights followers gain about the leaders' expectations and values, which consolidates trust ([@bibr50-1046496417732403]).

[@bibr140-1046496417732403] indeed suggested that team trust emerges when members "work toward a common goal and lead each other's behaviors" (p. 185). [@bibr16-1046496417732403] argued that it is the sharing of responsibility with respect to work and each other that provides a foundation for trust. [@bibr45-1046496417732403] suggested that acts of mutual influence provide members opportunities to interact and exchange resources. Such exchanges signal trustworthiness, and, if successful and repeated, help to build trust ([@bibr8-1046496417732403]). Thus, by sharing leadership responsibilities, members accept each other's influence, and, if that influence is used responsibly, trust is likely to emerge. We thus propose that when team members share leadership responsibilities in an authentic manner, the outcomes tend to be positive.

This is because of the way that the four components of SAL benefit team trust. Leaders who are self-aware know their own strengths and weaknesses and how they affect others, which helps them to connect with and build trust with others. Second, balanced processing helps generate trust at the team level because leaders, by questioning their own positions, signal that they value open communication; by signaling openness to one another, team members who share leadership responsibilities promote feelings of safety and trust (for similar arguments, see [@bibr56-1046496417732403]). Third, SAL instills trust among fellow team members through transparent communication of their true values and preferences (e.g., [@bibr70-1046496417732403]; [@bibr112-1046496417732403]). Fourth, guided by internalized moral standards, team members---who assume and share the leader role---make decisions that are consistent with their personal values; the more consistent a focal leader's words and deeds, the more trust will develop among fellow team members (e.g., [@bibr113-1046496417732403]). In support of these arguments, [@bibr8-1046496417732403] and [@bibr45-1046496417732403] found a positive association between shared leadership and team trust in student teams. [@bibr31-1046496417732403], using data from retail store employees, revealed that trust in management partially mediated a positive link between authentic leadership and sales growth.

Team trust, again, has been shown to enhance team effectiveness. [@bibr38-1046496417732403] established a significant positive association between team trust and team performance. Across 112 independent studies, they found team trust to have an above-average effect on team performance. [@bibr20-1046496417732403] provided additional information with regard to attitudinal outcomes. Across 15 virtual team studies, [@bibr20-1046496417732403] found a strong positive association between team trust and team attitudes (e.g., team satisfaction). Thus, consistent with earlier work, we hypothesize as follows:

1.  **Hypothesis 3 (H3):** Team trust will mediate the positive relationship between the SAL dimensions of self-awareness, balanced processing, relational transparency, and internalized moral perspective, and team effectiveness as reflected by impact factor (H3a), perceived team performance (H3b), and team satisfaction (H3c).

### The mediating role of team coordination {#section8-1046496417732403}

SAL also enhances research team effectiveness because it is likely to benefit team coordination. SAL should help teams orchestrate the timing and sequencing of member actions, making teams more effective ([@bibr140-1046496417732403]). [@bibr146-1046496417732403] described team coordination as one of the main mechanisms explaining why team leadership increases team effectiveness. They argued that to ensure team effectiveness, leaders help teams identify and integrate the resources and contributions of members. To the extent that members share the responsibility for doing so, and to the extent that members share information about their thoughts and emotions while limiting the display of inappropriate feelings (i.e., reflective of relational transparency), teams should find it easier to coordinate their actions, especially when working on complex tasks characterized by high uncertainty.

We expect to find positive relationships between the four SAL components and team coordination. First, by leading each other in a self-aware manner, team members are likely to gain a "greater awareness of, and attention to, their own processes" ([@bibr120-1046496417732403], p. 179). This, in turn, should help them anticipate problems, adapt behavior, and improve coordination. Second, team leaders who exhibit balanced processing of information, by exploring alternate approaches and questioning dominant views of the situation, are less likely to overlook issues and problems that may hamper coordination (e.g., [@bibr46-1046496417732403]). Third, relational authenticity implies that leaders promote open communication, "especially among employees whose voices may have otherwise been absent" ([@bibr15-1046496417732403], p. 246), which, in turn, should facilitate coordination among team members. In contrast, if members do not share relevant information, it is more likely that coordination will fail because members will be more prone to act on conflicting information. Fourth, the behaviors of leaders with an internalized moral perspective become more predictable because they seek consistency in intentions and actions ([@bibr133-1046496417732403]); as team members who assume and share leadership roles become more predictable, it becomes easier for fellow team members to proactively adapt their behavior, which will facilitate team coordination.

Although empirical research into the association between shared leadership and team coordination is largely absent, findings from [@bibr66-1046496417732403] do suggest a positive correlation between shared leadership and team coordination. Team coordination, in turn, is critical for team performance because it helps to "prevent rework, redundancy, and performance gaps" ([@bibr108-1046496417732403], p. 298). [@bibr84-1046496417732403], using meta-analytic techniques, showed that coordination is positively related with team performance and team satisfaction. Taken together, these arguments suggest that team coordination explains the association between SAL and research team effectiveness.

1.  **Hypothesis 4 (H4):** Team coordination will mediate the positive relationship between the SAL dimensions of self-awareness, balanced processing, relational transparency, and internalized moral perspective, and team effectiveness as reflected by impact factor (H4a), perceived team performance (H4b), and team satisfaction (H4c).

Method {#section9-1046496417732403}
======

Sample {#section10-1046496417732403}
------

We tested our hypotheses on author teams of scientific articles in peer-reviewed management journals (see [@bibr9-1046496417732403]; [@bibr123-1046496417732403]). We selected a sample of journals representative of the quality of research done in management science; specifically, we selected journals based on their classification in the 2012 Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) under the category of management/business. Six journals were classified as high SSCI, six were classified as medium SSCI, and five were classified as low according to the SSCI. The journals included were, for example, *Academy of Management Journal*, *Journal of Business and Psychology*, and *European Management Journal.*^[1](#fn1-1046496417732403){ref-type="fn"}^ For each journal, we selected all articles labeled *online first*, that is, accepted, peer reviewed articles (but not editorials, invited contributions, or commentaries) that were available online but not yet assigned to a volume/issue. We included recently accepted articles to minimize memory bias in respondents.

We only included articles coauthored by at least two scholars, consistent with extant team definitions ([@bibr80-1046496417732403]; [@bibr125-1046496417732403]). While two-person teams may seem small, we decided to include these teams (rather than only teams with three or more members) because of the nature of the teams under investigation, that is, scientific research teams. The average number of coauthors in the social sciences, in 2000, was roughly two ([@bibr144-1046496417732403]); the average number of coauthors in management journals such as the *Academy of Management Journal* was slightly below 2.5 in 2008 ([@bibr27-1046496417732403]). Apart from these statistics, it is difficult to imagine how the breakthroughs of [@bibr75-1046496417732403], [@bibr92-1046496417732403], or [@bibr87-1046496417732403]---to name only a few---could have been achieved without teamwork.

We collected data in two waves in 2013 and 2014. In the 2013 wave, we included articles published online first over a period ranging from May 2011 to December 2013. In the 2014 wave, we included online first articles ranging from April 2013 to April 2014. The second wave was necessary because the sample distribution of journal impact factors from Wave 1 was skewed (61.5% of the articles had a journal impact factor of 2.71 and higher). Thus, in Wave 2, we purposively oversampled articles from lower tier journals (based on impact factor). Because these journals tended to have a far shorter time period from paper acceptance to publication in a volume/issue than higher tier journals, the number of articles available "online first" at these journals was lower. Hence, for the lower tier journals, we also included manuscripts from the two most recently published issues in Wave 2. In all, we invited 2,745 authors (Wave 1: 1,670 authors; Wave 2: 1,075 authors) to complete the survey.

We received 716 surveys (Wave 1: 489; Wave 2: 227) resulting in a response rate of 26.1%. After deletion of respondents with missing data, we were left with 628 respondents. We omitted teams with less than two respondents to be able to assess interrater reliability and agreement before data aggregation ([@bibr129-1046496417732403]). We were left with complete data for 317 authors (Wave 1: 233, Wave 2: 84) from 142 research teams. Although the response rate obtained is lower than desired, it is not unusual for studies found in the organizational sciences ([@bibr6-1046496417732403]). Moreover, it is not the response rate per se that is a concern, but the representativeness of the sample, that is critical to avoiding potential nonresponse bias ([@bibr121-1046496417732403]).

We followed advice by [@bibr121-1046496417732403] to assess nonresponse bias. First, we compared individual characteristics of authors included in the analysis with those excluded (i.e., age, gender, H-index, country of affiliation, and impact factor). This analysis revealed no significant differences for age, gender, and H-index. Differences existed for country of affiliation and impact factor. The ratio of authors from North America was higher among those included versus those excluded from the analysis. In addition, the impact factor was significantly higher among those included as compared with those authors excluded from the analysis. This indicates that although we purposively oversampled articles from lower tier journals in the second wave of data collection, more versus less successful teams were still more likely to respond to our survey.

The average size of each author team was 3.45 (*SD* = 1.28); the average number of respondents per author team was 2.23 (*SD* = 0.51). There were no significant team-level differences between the two data collection waves for the main model variables except for SMM (team-level mean values were higher in Wave 2 \[6.07\] than Wave 1 \[5.76\]). As intended, the impact factor in Wave 2 (3.20) was lower than in Wave 1 (4.17). [Table 1](#table1-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"} provides further details on the respondents who participated in our study.

###### 

Sample Characteristics.

![](10.1177_1046496417732403-table1)

  Variables                           Sample (*N* = 317)   
  ----------------------------------- -------------------- ---------
  Gender                                                   
   Men                                198                  (62.5%)
   Women                              114                  (36%)
  Age                                                      
   18-30                              52                   (16.4%)
   31-40                              121                  (38.2%)
   41-50                              82                   (25.9%)
   51-60                              39                   (12.3%)
   \>60                               21                   (6.6%)
  Author location                                          
   United States/Canada               219                  (69.1%)
   Europe                             65                   (20.5%)
   Asia/Pacific                       28                   (8.8%)
   Other                              2                    (0.6%)
  Academic or business professional                        
   Academic                           304                  (95.9%)
   Business professional              10                   (3.2%)
  Author discipline                                        
   Management                         252                  (79.5%)
   Other                              51                   (16.1%)
  Management subdiscipline                                 
   Organizational behavior            115                  (36.3%)
   Strategic management               42                   (13.2%)
   Human resources                    31                   (9.8%)
   Entrepreneurship                   24                   (7.6%)
   Organization theory                16                   (5%)
   Operations management              1                    (0.3%)
  Academic appointment                                     
   PhD student                        35                   (11%)
   Postdoc                            8                    (2.5%)
   Lecturer                           7                    (2.2%)
   Assistant professor                85                   (26.8%)
   Associate professor                75                   (23.7%)
   Full professor                     67                   (21.1%)
   Other                              6                    (1.9%)

*Note.* Numbers sometimes do not add up to 100% because not all respondents provided the respective information.

Procedure {#section11-1046496417732403}
---------

We contacted authors via e-mail with a link to an online survey (contact information used was publicly available). We mentioned the title of the selected scientific article and instructed authors to complete the survey with this publication in mind. In accordance with the institutional review board's protocols, we informed participants that participation was voluntary. We also told authors that they would receive a US\$10 Amazon gift certificate if they completed the survey, and followed up by providing these certificates to all participants.

Measures {#section12-1046496417732403}
--------

We measured all constructs using established scales. Unless indicated otherwise, we only made minor changes in wording to increase item clarity or to adapt the instrument to the study context (e.g., substituting the word "group" with "team" and rephrasing questions in the past tense). A stem that reminded authors to answer all questions, keeping the author team and their experiences during the publication process in mind, preceded each scale. To assess the internal consistency of each scale (Cronbach's alpha), we used the item mean for each team to align internal consistency information with the team level of analysis used for the substantive tests ([@bibr30-1046496417732403]; [@bibr98-1046496417732403]).

### Team effectiveness {#section13-1046496417732403}

We measured team effectiveness in terms of impact factor, perceived team performance, and team satisfaction. With regard to impact factor, we used the 2013 impact factor of the journal where the article was published. This indicator expresses the "average number of citations to journal articles in their first two years following publication" ([@bibr124-1046496417732403], p. 1273). The impact factor, although debated, is a widely "accepted standard for quantifying the scholarly influence of journals" ([@bibr130-1046496417732403], p. 1374). Next, to measure perceived team performance, we used a four-item scale taken from [@bibr53-1046496417732403]. A sample item reads, "This team was effective." Responses were given on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (*very inaccurate*) to 7 (*very accurate*). Cronbach's alpha for this scale was .86. Finally, we used a five-item scale taken from [@bibr7-1046496417732403] to measure team satisfaction. A sample item reads, "To what extent were you satisfied working with this team?" Responses were given on a seven-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (*not at all*) to 7 (*totally*), with the exception of one item for which the scale ranged from 1 (*never*) to 7 (*always*). Cronbach's alpha for this scale was .91.

### SAL {#section14-1046496417732403}

We measured SAL in terms of self-awareness, relational transparency, balanced processing, and internalized moral perspective using the 16 items developed by [@bibr138-1046496417732403]. For the overall scale, Cronbach's α was .94. Responses were given on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (*not at all*) to 5 (*frequently, if not always*). We applied a referent-shift composition logic ([@bibr28-1046496417732403]) to change the stem from "my leader" to "members of this team." This was necessary to capture authentic leadership behaviors as they apply to the whole research team instead of only to an individual leader.^[2](#fn2-1046496417732403){ref-type="fn"}^

Following the recommendations of [@bibr5-1046496417732403], [@bibr51-1046496417732403], and [@bibr110-1046496417732403], we conducted analyses at the SAL component level.^[3](#fn3-1046496417732403){ref-type="fn"}^ We used four items to measure self-awareness (Cronbach's α = .88), such as, "Members of this team sought feedback to improve interactions with others" and "accurately described how others view their capabilities." We used five items to measure relational transparency (Cronbach's α = .88), such as, "Members of this team admitted mistakes when they were made" and "said exactly what they meant." We used three items to measure balanced processing (Cronbach's α = .74), such as, "Members of this team solicited views that challenged their deeply held positions" and "listened carefully to different points of view before coming to conclusions." To measure internalized moral perspective, we used four items (Cronbach's α = .83), such as, "Members of this team demonstrated beliefs that were consistent with actions" and "made decisions based on their core values."

### SMM {#section15-1046496417732403}

We used a five-item scale taken from [@bibr49-1046496417732403] to measure SMM (Cronbach's α = .91). A sample item reads, "Shortly after the start, this team had a common understanding of the task we had to handle." Responses were given on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (*strongly disagree*) to 7 (*strongly agree*).

### Team trust {#section16-1046496417732403}

We used three items from [@bibr139-1046496417732403] to measure trust (Cronbach's α = .87).^[4](#fn4-1046496417732403){ref-type="fn"}^ The three items were "How much did members of your team trust each other?" "Were your team members truthful and honest?" and "How comfortable did members of your team feel delegating to other team members?" Responses were given on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (*not at all*) to 5 (*very much*).

### Team coordination {#section17-1046496417732403}

We used a three-item scale taken from [@bibr36-1046496417732403] to measure team coordination (Cronbach's α = .90). A sample item reads, "The team effectively coordinated member actions." Responses were given on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (*not at all*) to 5 (*to a great extent*).

### Control variables {#section18-1046496417732403}

First, we expected team familiarity to positively relate to research team effectiveness ([@bibr69-1046496417732403]). [@bibr78-1046496417732403] argued that prior collaboration experience (akin to familiarity) helps research teams to develop shared understanding and coordination routines, ultimately reducing coordination costs and benefiting team effectiveness. We used a three-item scale taken from [@bibr52-1046496417732403] to measure team familiarity (Cronbach's α = .83). A sample item reads, "In my team, we were acquainted with each other's way of working." Responses were given on a five-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (*disagree completely*) to 5 (*agree completely*). Second, we included team size because we expected team size to associate with research team effectiveness. Prior research, although inconsistent, provides some support for this view ([@bibr134-1046496417732403]). Third, in alignment with team research more generally ([@bibr135-1046496417732403]), we expected task interdependence to associate with research team effectiveness. We used a three-item scale taken from [@bibr25-1046496417732403] to measure task interdependence (Cronbach's α = .79). A sample item reads, "I was not able to accomplish my tasks without information or materials from other members of my team." Responses were given on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (*strongly disagree*) to 7 (*strongly agree*). Fourth, we controlled for the team's past research productivity because prior author success may predict future success ([@bibr74-1046496417732403]). We used the H-index to reflect publication productivity and impact. We retrieved the H-index per author from public databases (e.g., Scopus) and calculated the team average.

Data Analysis Approach {#section19-1046496417732403}
----------------------

We used structural equation modeling (SEM) to test our multiple mediation model (see [@bibr116-1046496417732403]). To test our hypotheses, we adopted Mplus 7.2 using maximum-likelihood estimation ([@bibr109-1046496417732403]). First, we used confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to test the convergent and discriminant validity of our team-level model variables (i.e., four dimensions of SAL, SMM, trust, coordination, and three indicators of research team effectiveness). We assessed the model factor structure at the team level to align our psychometric analyses with the level of theory for the team constructs involved ([@bibr63-1046496417732403]; [@bibr95-1046496417732403]). We performed three distinct analyses because we used three indicators of team effectiveness. For all models, we set the first loading for each factor to 1 to define the latent factor scale. To assess model fit, we used fit indices recommended by [@bibr67-1046496417732403] including the comparative fix index (CFI), root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA), and standardized root mean squared residual (SRMR). For sake of completeness, we also report the chi-square statistic. RMSEA values of .05 or less indicate a good model fit and values of .08 and less a reasonable model fit ([@bibr22-1046496417732403]). SRMR values close to .08 indicate acceptable model fit ([@bibr67-1046496417732403]). CFI values of .95 and higher signify a good model fit and values in the range of .90 and .95 indicate acceptable fit ([@bibr67-1046496417732403]).

Second, to formally test our model, we constructed bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence intervals for testing specific indirect effects ([@bibr82-1046496417732403]). In using bootstrapping, we circumvented problems that limit ordinary least square regression analysis such as uncorrected measurement errors ([@bibr32-1046496417732403]) and nonnormality in the sample distribution ([@bibr116-1046496417732403]). Other advantages of bootstrapping described by [@bibr82-1046496417732403] are that the effects of control variables can be implemented easily and that the significance of the specific indirect effects is tested. Overall, bootstrapping is a robust method for testing specific mediation effects in a latent variable model.

Results {#section20-1046496417732403}
=======

Aggregation Statistics {#section21-1046496417732403}
----------------------

To assess whether aggregation of our main model variables was viable, we relied on a set of complementary statistics using the multilevel package in R (version 3.0.2) ([@bibr13-1046496417732403]). We followed [@bibr71-1046496417732403] example for calculating agreement indices for multi-item scales (*r*~WG(j)~) and single-item scales (*r*~WG~). The agreement values for our main model variables were satisfactory, ranging from .74 to .91 (see [Table 2](#table2-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}) ([@bibr83-1046496417732403]). We also computed intraclass correlation coefficients (i.e., ICC(1) and ICC(2) values) to assess interrater reliability. ICC(1) values reflect the proportion of variance in individuals' ratings that is due to team membership ([@bibr14-1046496417732403]). The ICC(1) values ranged from .11 to .36 (see [Table 2](#table2-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}), and are largely consistent with those typically reported in management field research ([@bibr1-1046496417732403]). These values indicate that a medium to large proportion of nonindependence in the data can be explained by team membership ([@bibr83-1046496417732403]).

###### 

Aggregation Statistics.

![](10.1177_1046496417732403-table2)

  Measure                          *r* ~wg(j).uniform~   ICC(1)   ICC(2)
  -------------------------------- --------------------- -------- --------
  Team performance                 .91                   .26      .44
  Team satisfaction                .91                   .36      .56
  SAL                              .90                   .21      .37
  Self-awareness                   .74                   .16      .30
  Relational transparency          .89                   .20      .35
  Balanced processing              .76                   .11      .22
  Internalized moral perspective   .82                   .18      .32
  Team coordination                .86                   .23      .40
  Team trust                       .89                   .24      .41
  SMM                              .87                   .22      .39

*Note. N* = 142 teams. ICC = intraclass correlation coefficients; SAL = shared authentic leadership; SMM = shared mental models.

ICC(2) values express the reliability of group mean values. ICC(2) values ranged from .22 to .56 (see [Table 2](#table2-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}), which is below the critical cut-off of .60 suggested by [@bibr54-1046496417732403]. ICC(2) values are a direct function of team size ([@bibr11-1046496417732403]), which is why we modeled how ICC(2) values would change if we had sampled larger teams with more respondents (see [@bibr21-1046496417732403]). To simulate the ICC(2) values for teams of 5 and 10 respondents, we used the Spearman-Brown formula ([@bibr12-1046496417732403]). Results showed ICC(2) values would have been higher, ranging from .38 to .74, and .55 to .85, respectively. Consistent with other scholars ([@bibr29-1046496417732403]) and because we found evidence for within-team agreement, demonstrated team-level effects, and used referent-shift items appropriate with higher-unit phenomena ([@bibr28-1046496417732403]), we progressed with the analysis. Still, given our rather low ICC(2) values, it may be somewhat difficult to identify team-level relationships ([@bibr12-1046496417732403]).

Measurement Model: Convergent and Discriminant Validity {#section22-1046496417732403}
-------------------------------------------------------

We compared the fit of five nested models, including the hypothesized eight-factor model (i.e., four dimensions of SAL, team trust, coordination, SMM, and team effectiveness) and four alternative models, such as a five-factor model (i.e., identical to the eight-factor model except that the SAL items loaded on a single factor; see [Table 3](#table3-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"} for details). We also reran the analysis treating SAL as a unidimensional construct (see [Table 8](#table8-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}). As we discuss in detail below, these findings are not substantially different from our multidimensional results.

###### 

Results of Confirmatory Factor Analysis.

![](10.1177_1046496417732403-table3)

  Model                                                                        χ^2^                                                                                                                                *df*        RMSEA       SRMR        CFI
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
  Impact factor                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Eight-factor model^[a](#table-fn4-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^   577.14[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (765.72[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})     323 (323)   .07 (.06)   .06 (.05)   .91 (.94)
   Six-factor model^[b](#table-fn5-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^     877.83[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (1751.81[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})    336 (336)   .11 (.10)   .08 (.07)   .82 (.82)
   Five-factor model^[c](#table-fn6-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^    763.81[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (1190.15[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})    341 (341)   .09 (.08)   .07 (.06)   .86 (.89)
   Three-factor model^[d](#table-fn7-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^   1052.20[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (2153.20[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})   348 (348)   .12 (.11)   .09 (.08)   .76 (.77)
   One-factor model^[e](#table-fn8-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^     1360.49[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (2724.39[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})   350 (350)   .14 (.12)   .10 (.08)   .66 (.70)
  Team performance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
   Eight-factor model^[a](#table-fn4-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^   709.59[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (951.18[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})     406 (406)   .07 (.06)   .06 (.05)   .91 (.94)
   Six-factor model^[b](#table-fn5-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^     1005.15[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (1929.65[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})   419 (419    .10 (.09)   .08 (.07)   .83 (.84)
   Five-factor model^[c](#table-fn6-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^    890.54[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (1366.28[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})    424 (424    .09 (.07)   .07 (.05)   .87 (.90)
   Three-factor model^[d](#table-fn7-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^   1174.72[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (2322.37[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})   431 (431)   .11 (.10)   .08 (.07)   .79 (.79)
   One-factor model^[e](#table-fn8-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^     1588.13[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (3237.46[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})   434 (434)   .14 (.12)   .10 (.08)   .67 (.70)
  Team satisfaction                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
   Eight-factor model^[a](#table-fn4-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^   861.99[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (1058.67[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})    436 (436)   .08 (.06)   .06 (.05)   .89 (.94)
   Six-factor model^[b](#table-fn5-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^     1188.92[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (2118.87[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})   449 (449)   .11 (.09)   .08 (.07)   .81 (.83)
   Five-factor model^[c](#table-fn6-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^    1042.89[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (1472.09[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})   454 (454)   .10 (.07)   .07 (.05)   .85 (.90)
   Three-factor model^[d](#table-fn7-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^   1362.74[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (2513.83[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})   461 (461)   .12 (.10)   .09 (.07)   .76 (.79)
   One-factor model^[e](#table-fn8-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}^     1813.25[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"} (3532.99[\*\*](#table-fn9-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"})   464 (464)   .14 (.12)   .10 (.08)   .64 (.69)

*Note. N* = 142 (and 453) teams. RMSEA = root mean squared error of approximation; SRMR = standardized root mean squared residual; CFI = comparative fix index.

Eight factors include self-awareness, balanced processing, relational transparency, moral awareness, SMM, team trust, team coordination, and team performance.

Eight-factor model but items measuring SMM, team trust, and team coordination are combined into one factor.

Eight-factor model but items measuring self-awareness, balanced processing, relational transparency, and moral awareness are combined into one factor.

Eight-factor model but self-awareness, balanced processing, relational transparency, and moral awareness are combined into one factor, and SMM, team trust, and team coordination into another factor.

All measuring items were combined into one factor.

*p* \< .05. \*\**p* \<.01.

As presented in [Table 3](#table3-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}, our hypothesized measurement model provided a better fit to the data than any of the alternative models. We found the hypothesized eight-factor model to have the most acceptable CFI, RMSEA, and SRMR values. [@bibr47-1046496417732403] argued that---given moderately favorable conditions---a sample of 200 or more respondents is needed to obtain precise model estimates in SEM. Because our sample size (*N* = 142) is lower, we tested the robustness of our results by rerunning all analyses using the teams with one respondent only ([@bibr62-1046496417732403]; [@bibr91-1046496417732403]). We also report these results (based on 453 teams) in [Table 3](#table3-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}. Results based on this larger sample confirmed the superior relative fit of the eight-factor model.

Descriptive Statistics {#section23-1046496417732403}
----------------------

Means, standard deviations, and zero-order correlations for our main study variables are presented in [Table 4](#table4-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}. The dimensions of SAL correlated with the three mediators, which, in turn, were positively associated with perceived team performance and team satisfaction.

###### 

Descriptive Statistics and Bivariate Correlations.

![](10.1177_1046496417732403-table4)

  Variables                                 *M*    *SD*   1                                                            2                                                              3                                                              4                                                              5                                                              6                                                              7                                                              8                                                              9                                                              10                                                             11                                                             12                                                              13                                                             14
  ----------------------------------------- ------ ------ ------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -----
  1\. Impact factor                         3.91   2.47                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  2\. Team performance                      5.94   0.66   .21[\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  3\. Team satisfaction                     6.25   0.72   .02                                                          .64[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  4\. SAL                                   4.18   0.49   .12                                                          .65[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .70[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  5\. SAL: self-awareness                   3.97   0.66   .10                                                          .59[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .56[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .87[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  6\. SAL: relational transparency          4.31   0.47   .04                                                          .58[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .67[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .86[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .58[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  7\. SAL: balanced processing              4.12   0.57   .16                                                          .55[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .58[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .90[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .76[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .69[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  8\. SAL: internalized moral perspective   4.29   0.54   .13                                                          .56[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .66[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .92[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .71[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .77[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .78[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  9\. SMM                                   5.84   0.80   .01                                                          .67[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .49[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .54[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .53[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .43[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .50[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .47[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  10\. Team trust                           4.52   0.49   −.02                                                         .67[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .76[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .67[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .51[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .67[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .58[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .63[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .52[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  11\. Team coordination                    4.32   0.55   .15                                                          .74[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .69[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .62[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .56[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .56[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .52[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .56[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .68[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .68[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  12\. Team size                            3.45   1.28   .04                                                          −.10                                                           −.18[\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}    −.14                                                           −.11                                                           −.18[\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}    −.14                                                           −.06                                                           −.07                                                           −.13                                                           −.11                                                                                                                                                                                          
  13\. Team familiarity                     4.32   0.54   .05                                                          .54[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .59[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .57[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .45[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .57[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .49[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .52[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .46[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .62[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .49[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   −.37[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                  
  14\. Task interdependence                 5.80   0.71   .13                                                          .37[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .30[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .27[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .23[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .18[\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}     .32[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .24[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .40[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .36[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .40[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   −.07                                                            .22[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   
  15\. Team h-index                         5.70   4.08   .21[\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .26[\*\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}   .17[\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}     .13                                                            .11                                                            .17[\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}     .05                                                            .11                                                            .18[\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}     .14                                                            .19[\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}     .11                                                             .20[\*](#table-fn11-1046496417732403){ref-type="table-fn"}     .08

*Note.* Correlations based on *N* = 142 teams. SAL = shared authentic leadership; SMM = Shared mental models.

*p* \< .05. \*\**p* \<.01.

Tests of Hypotheses {#section24-1046496417732403}
-------------------

The results are presented in [Tables 5](#table5-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}, [6](#table6-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}, [7](#table7-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}, and [8](#table8-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}. [Table 5](#table5-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"} presents the multiple mediation analysis findings regarding impact factor. [Table 6](#table6-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"} includes results regarding team performance, and [Table 7](#table7-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"} displays results regarding team satisfaction. These tables include our main results assessing SAL at the component level. We also included [Table 8](#table8-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"} which presents findings for the overall construct of SAL.^[5](#fn5-1046496417732403){ref-type="fn"}^

###### 

Multiple Mediation Analysis Using Mplus: Indirect Effects of SAL on Impact Factor.

![](10.1177_1046496417732403-table5)

  Distal variable                  Mediator            Product of coefficients   Bootstrapping bias-corrected 95% CI                            
  -------------------------------- ------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------------- ----------- ------------ -----------
  Self-awareness                   SMM                 −0.87                     0.51                                  .09         **−2.33**    **−0.10**
                                   Team trust          −1.18                     0.64                                  .06         **−3.07**    **−0.37**
                                   Team coordination   1.16                      0.65                                  .07         **0.07**     **2.66**
   Total indirect effect                               −0.89                     0.96                                  .36         −3.57        0.58
   Total effect                                        −0.27                     0.63                                  .67         −1.75        0.77
  Relational transparency          SMM                 −0.96                     0.62                                  .12         **−2.58**    **−0.05**
  Team trust                       −2.28               1.53                      .14                                   −5.76       0.12         
                                   Team coordination   1.81                      0.96                                  .06         **0.26**     **4.08**
   Total indirect effect                               −1.43                     1.79                                  .42         −5.22        1.89
   Total effect                                        −0.93                     1.14                                  .41         −3.45        1.11
  Balanced processing              SMM                 −1.80                     1.23                                  .14         **−5.50**    **−0.56**
                                   Team trust          −3.47                     2.39                                  .15         **−10.51**   **−1.23**
                                   Team coordination   0.55                      2.02                                  .79         −3.33        2.49
   Total indirect effect                               −4.73                     4.31                                  .27         **−16.17**   **−0.45**
   Total effect                                        0.83                      1.53                                  .59         −1.34        4.19
  Internalized moral perspective   SMM                 −1.11                     0.75                                  .14         **−3.20**    **−0.19**
  Team trust                       −3.07               2.07                      .14                                   **−8.76**   **−0.84**    
                                   Team coordination   1.19                      0.96                                  .22         −0.27        3.43
   Total indirect effect                               −2.99                     2.54                                  .24         −9.39        0.18
   Total effect                                        0.04                      1.00                                  .97         −2.21        1.87

*Note. N* = 142 teams. Bootstrap sample size = 1,000. Coefficients in boldface indicate mediation. SAL = shared authentic leadership; CI = confidence interval; SMM = shared mental models.

###### 

Multiple Mediation Analysis Using Mplus: Indirect Effects of SAL on Team Performance.

![](10.1177_1046496417732403-table6)

  Distal variable                  Mediator            Product of coefficients   Bootstrapping bias-corrected 95% CI                      
  -------------------------------- ------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------- ---------- ----------
  Self-awareness                   SMM                 0.23                      0.11                                  .04     **0.06**   **0.51**
                                   Team trust          0.23                      0.11                                  .04     **0.03**   **0.49**
                                   Team coordination   0.37                      0.15                                  .01     **0.14**   **0.74**
   Total indirect effect                               0.82                      0.22                                  .00     **0.51**   **1.42**
   Total effect                                        0.95                      0.22                                  .00     **0.58**   **1.43**
  Relational transparency          SMM                 0.35                      0.15                                  .02     **0.12**   **0.73**
  Team trust                       0.36                0.26                      .17                                   −0.12   0.86       
                                   Team coordination   0.56                      0.23                                  .02     **0.23**   **1.11**
   Total indirect effect                               1.28                      0.39                                  .00     **0.70**   **2.21**
   Total effect                                        1.45                      0.33                                  .00     **0.93**   **2.22**
  Balanced processing              SMM                 0.25                      0.17                                  .15     −0.05      0.64
                                   Team trust          0.18                      0.31                                  .56     −0.50      0.68
                                   Team coordination   0.41                      0.27                                  .13     −0.11      0.88
   Total indirect effect                               0.84                      0.51                                  .10     −0.37      1.61
   Total effect                                        1.53                      0.57                                  .01     **0.82**   **3.04**
  Internalized moral perspective   SMM                 0.31                      0.14                                  .03     **0.10**   **0.70**
  Team trust                       0.31                0.25                      .21                                   −0.17   0.80       
                                   Team coordination   0.50                      0.28                                  .07     **0.19**   **1.24**
   Total indirect effect                               1.12                      0.44                                  .01     **0.54**   **2.12**
   Total effect                                        1.30                      0.34                                  .00     **0.80**   **2.14**

*Note. N* = 142 teams. Bootstrap sample size = 1,000. Coefficients in boldface indicate mediation. SAL = shared authentic leadership; CI = confidence interval; SMM = Shared mental models.

###### 

Multiple Mediation Analysis Using Mplus: Indirect Effects of SAL on Team Satisfaction.

![](10.1177_1046496417732403-table7)

  Distal variable                  Mediator            Product of coefficients   Bootstrapping bias-corrected 95% CI                         
  -------------------------------- ------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  Self-awareness                   SMM                 −0.08                     0.10                                  .41        −0.31      0.08
                                   Team trust          0.43                      0.13                                  .00        **0.24**   **0.81**
                                   Team coordination   0.31                      0.15                                  .04        **0.09**   **0.68**
   Total indirect effect                               0.66                      0.21                                  .00        **0.37**   **1.24**
   Total effect                                        0.67                      0.16                                  .00        **0.43**   **1.07**
  Relational transparency          SMM                 −0.10                     0.13                                  .44        −0.39      0.10
  Team trust                       0.75                0.28                      .01                                   **0.35**   **1.41**   
                                   Team coordination   0.45                      0.21                                  .03        **0.13**   **0.92**
   Total indirect effect                               1.10                      0.35                                  .00        **0.57**   **1.95**
   Total effect                                        1.20                      0.27                                  .00        **0.80**   **1.85**
  Balanced processing              SMM                 −0.17                     0.19                                  .37        −0.66      0.09
                                   Team trust          0.61                      0.31                                  .05        **0.20**   **1.44**
                                   Team coordination   0.39                      0.39                                  .32        **0.02**   **1.06**
   Total indirect effect                               0.83                      0.64                                  .19        **0.06**   **2.34**
   Total effect                                        1.07                      0.38                                  .01        **0.64**   **2.09**
  Internalized moral perspective   SMM                 −0.12                     0.16                                  .43        −0.48      0.08
  Team trust                       0.55                0.24                      .02                                   **0.19**   **1.18**   
                                   Team coordination   0.36                      0.20                                  .06        **0.07**   **0.78**
   Total indirect effect                               0.79                      0.35                                  .02        **0.21**   **1.57**
   Total effect                                        1.13                      0.26                                  .00        **0.74**   **1.75**

*Note. N* = 142 teams. Bootstrap sample size = 1,000. Coefficients in boldface indicate mediation. SAL = shared authentic leadership; CI = confidence interval; SMM = shared mental models.

###### 

Multiple Mediation Analysis Using Mplus: Indirect Effects of SAL on Team Effectiveness.

![](10.1177_1046496417732403-table8)

  Outcome variable         Mediator            Product of coefficients   Bootstrapping bias-corrected 95% CI                     
  ------------------------ ------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------------- ----- ----------- -----------
  Impact factor            SMM                 −1.19                     0.68                                  .08   **−2.86**   **−0.17**
                           Team trust          −2.67                     1.08                                  .01   **−5.04**   **−0.73**
                           Team coordination   1.64                      0.91                                  .07   **0.05**    **3.61**
   Total indirect effect                       −2.22                     1.33                                  .10   −4.72       0.44
   Total effect                                −0.19                     1.00                                  .85   −2.52       1.68
  Team performance         SMM                 0.37                      0.16                                  .02   **0.12**    **0.78**
                           Team trust          0.36                      0.21                                  .08   −0.02       0.79
                           Team coordination   0.58                      0.23                                  .01   **0.23**    **1.14**
   Total indirect effect                       1.31                      0.34                                  .00   **0.80**    **2.14**
   Total effect                                1.57                      0.33                                  .00   **0.97**    **2.28**
  Team satisfaction        SMM                 −0.11                     0.13                                  .38   −0.38       0.11
                           Team trust          0.73                      0.23                                  .00   **0.35**    **1.21**
                           Team coordination   0.46                      0.20                                  .02   **0.14**    **0.94**
   Total indirect effect                       1.07                      0.30                                  .00   **0.61**    **1.81**
   Total effect                                1.26                      0.26                                  .00   **0.90**    **1.86**

*Note. N* = 142 teams. Bootstrap sample size = 1,000. Coefficients in boldface indicate mediation. Input variable for all models is SAL. SAL = shared authentic leadership; CI = confidence interval; SMM = shared mental model.

Contrary to what we expected in Hypothesis 1a, we found no total effect of SAL on impact factor (see [Table 5](#table5-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}). However, as expected in Hypotheses 1b and 1c, we found a significant total effect of the SAL dimensions on perceived team performance (see [Table 6](#table6-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}) and team satisfaction (see [Table 7](#table7-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}). Note that the nonsignificant direct relationship between SAL and impact factor does not tell us whether or not an indirect effect exists. This is because a total effect is the sum of different (direct and indirect) paths of influence, and these different paths may operate in opposite directions. Thus, the effects of multiple paths working in different directions may cancel each other out, resulting in an overall null effect ([@bibr61-1046496417732403]).

### SMM as mediator {#section25-1046496417732403}

Hypothesis 2 (a, b, and c) suggested that SMM mediates the relationship between the SAL dimensions and research team effectiveness. Overall, we found only weak support for this hypothesis (see [Tables 5](#table5-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}, [6](#table6-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}, and [7](#table7-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}). More specifically, with regard to Hypothesis 2a, we found a negative mediation effect for the pathway toward impact factor, and this relationship held across all four dimensions of SAL. The direction of this relationship was opposite to what we expected. For Hypothesis 2b, SMM mediated the association between three of the four dimensions of SAL (except for balanced processing) and perceived team performance. We found no significant support for Hypothesis 2c when testing for the mediation pathway toward team satisfaction.

### Team trust as mediator {#section26-1046496417732403}

Hypothesis 3 (a, b, and c) suggested that team trust mediates the association between the SAL dimensions and research team effectiveness. Overall, we found partial support for Hypothesis 3 (see [Tables 5](#table5-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}, [6](#table6-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}, and [7](#table7-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}). For Hypothesis 3a, the results on impact factor were largely in the opposite direction of what we had predicted. Specifically, we found an unexpected negative indirect effect through team trust on impact factor for self-awareness, balanced processing, and internalized moral perspective (but not relational transparency). When predicting perceived team performance (Hypothesis 3b), we only found a mediation effect for self-awareness. Interestingly, if we had studied SAL as a unidimensional construct, we would have missed this significant effect (see [Table 8](#table8-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}). As predicted in Hypothesis 3c, team trust did mediate the positive association between all four dimensions of SAL and team satisfaction.

### Team coordination as mediator {#section27-1046496417732403}

Hypothesis 4 (a, b, and c) suggested that team coordination mediates the association between the SAL dimensions and team effectiveness. Overall, results were largely in line with Hypothesis 4 (see [Tables 5](#table5-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}, [6](#table6-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}, and [7](#table7-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}). As expected in Hypothesis 4a, we found a significant positive mediation effect for self-awareness and relational transparency via team coordination on impact factor. We found no effects for balanced processing and internalized moral perspective. Concerning Hypothesis 4b, we found overall support for the mediation pathway leading toward perceived team performance (except for balanced processing). As expected in Hypothesis 4c, team coordination mediated the association between the four SAL dimensions and team satisfaction. Note that our conclusions concerning team coordination would have differed if we had studied SAL as a unidimensional construct. Specifically, we would have concluded that there is an overall positive mediation effect of SAL through team coordination on impact factor (see [Table 8](#table8-1046496417732403){ref-type="table"}).

Taken together, our multiple mediation results provide some support for our hypotheses, but appear to be more complex than expected. The effects that we established hold above and beyond the influence that team familiarity, team size, task interdependence, and the team's past research productivity have on research team effectiveness.^[6](#fn6-1046496417732403){ref-type="fn"}^

Discussion {#section28-1046496417732403}
==========

We proposed that SAL would be positively related to the effectiveness of research teams. By sharing authentic leadership influence, teams were expected to become more effective because of cognitive (i.e., SMM), affective-motivational (i.e., team trust), and behavioral (i.e., team coordination) mechanisms. Our results suggest that SAL operates through different mediating pathways, albeit to varying degrees. The results indicate that team coordination was the primary mediating mechanism accounting for the relationship between SAL and research team effectiveness. SMM and team trust served as secondary pathways between SAL and research team effectiveness, but in less consistent ways. Research teams high on trust and SMM felt more successful (and more satisfied), but were in fact less successful in publishing in high-impact management journals. Our results also revealed that the SAL dimensions were differentially and indirectly related with research team effectiveness and that these differences would have remained masked if we had treated SAL as a unidimensional construct.

Our findings on the link between SAL and research team effectiveness were mixed. As expected, SAL was positively associated with perceived team performance and team satisfaction. Contrary to expectations, we did not find a link between SAL and impact factor. This suggests that SAL scholars may come to different conclusions depending upon whether they focus on objective or subjective indicators of team effectiveness. This is problematic because measurement-dependent differences in findings may be misread as substantive issues. Thus, scholars may need to use more comprehensive sets of indicators to fully ascertain the implications of SAL in research teams.

We obtained tenuous support for the view that SAL transmits its effects via SMM. Although we found the expected indirect relationship for perceived team performance (except for balanced processing), no relationship was revealed for team satisfaction and a negative indirect relationship was found for impact factor. Team cognition research shows that SMM benefit team performance ([@bibr37-1046496417732403]), and our findings for perceived team performance support this view. Yet our results for impact factor (suggesting a negative indirect effect) contradict this beneficial view of SMM. Possibly, members assumed their cognitive processes to be shared when in fact they were not (e.g., false consensus; [@bibr122-1046496417732403]). Specifically, teams might have been affected by low degrees of cross-understanding, that is, "the extent to which group members have accurate understandings of one another's mental models" ([@bibr68-1046496417732403], p. 7). Alternatively, *pluralistic ignorance*, a phenomenon in which members do not share their actual beliefs, perceptions, or feelings because they mistakenly assume that their privately held positions differ from other team members ([@bibr102-1046496417732403]), may have been operative. By not openly sharing opinions and ideas with other team members because of false consensus and/or pluralistic ignorance, *pluralistic arrogance*---a term coined by [@bibr118-1046496417732403] to describe a maladaptive form of SMM that is similar to groupthink (e.g., [@bibr55-1046496417732403])---may have emerged. Thus, we suggest that key parts of designing and conducting high-quality research (e.g., disagreeing with others and discussing those disagreements) may have been missing and may have influenced teams despite members' SMM. [@bibr131-1046496417732403] explained why shared cognition may actually restrict creativity in research teams. Specifically, they argued that the more rigid and uniform SMM are, the less varied and novel the ideas are that team members generate and select. The less novel the ideas are that research teams generate, the less likely it is for them to change or challenge existing concepts, models, or theories, which, in turn, reduces the likelihood of publishing in top-tier journals.

We did find partial support for the team trust mediation path. As expected, we found an indirect relationship for team satisfaction, which reinforces findings from [@bibr35-1046496417732403]. However, we found little evidence for an indirect effect on perceived team performance, which is inconsistent with earlier research ([@bibr35-1046496417732403]) and requires further clarification. Most noticeable for SAL theory is our finding of a negative indirect path for impact factor (except for relational transparency). This result is inconsistent with those obtained by [@bibr45-1046496417732403], which might be due to differences in context. Whereas [@bibr45-1046496417732403] focused on teams engaged in strategic decision making, we studied teams working toward scientific discoveries. Performance in research teams, more than in strategy teams, depends upon divergent thinking and creative problem solving, and thus, hinges upon the open exchange of diverse and potentially conflicting ideas. When operating under high levels of trust, team members may favor conformity and avoid constructive debate, which may restrict the chance of getting published in premier scientific journals (e.g., [@bibr105-1046496417732403]). This argument may also help explain why [@bibr19-1046496417732403], studying 30 academic teams working at German universities, found no association between team trust and research output. Overall, our findings suggest that there might be circumstances under which team trust becomes somewhat ineffective (see also [@bibr136-1046496417732403]).

Our hypothesis regarding team coordination was largely supported. We found support for the expected indirect path for team satisfaction, perceived team performance (except for balanced processing), and impact factor (except for balanced processing and internalized moral perspective). That we found support across different measures of team effectiveness speaks to the robustness of the team coordination relationships. This makes our study the first to support the hypothesis that SAL benefits teams by enabling them to better coordinate their activities. We find that it is specifically the team's self-awareness and relational transparency that enhances team coordination---as the two pathways for the other SAL components (balanced processing and internalized moral perspective) were insignificant. By leading each other in an open, nondefensive manner (i.e., relational transparency) and in ways grounded in self-knowledge (i.e., self-awareness), research teams can integrate the scientific input of members more effectively. That these effects hold above and beyond the influence of a team member's past research productivity (measured via the team's H-index) is intriguing and highlights the role of teamwork in scientific research, which too often is misconceived as purely individual work.

Theoretical Implications {#section29-1046496417732403}
------------------------

First, our findings contribute to authentic leadership theory. Research has focused on studying the effects of an individual authentic leader instead of conceiving authentic leadership as a team quality and as a set of distributed leadership functions. Consider, for example, [@bibr5-1046496417732403] study, which meta-analytically reviewed the consequences of authentic leadership, uncovering 100 samples with a total of more than 25,000 individuals. They needed to exclude one study from the review (i.e., [@bibr64-1046496417732403]) because it stood out in that it focused on "AL \[authentic leadership\] of entire teams instead of individual leaders" ([@bibr5-1046496417732403], p. 637). We do not call into question the merits of studying individual authentic leadership, but suggest that studies into SAL can complement existing findings. By providing evidence of the links between SAL and research team effectiveness, especially through team coordination, our study directs attention to the team-based, shared view of leadership as an important angle from which to investigate authentic leadership.

By borrowing functional leadership theory from the team literature, we developed novel hypotheses on the mediating mechanisms of SAL. That we identify team coordination---a behavioral mechanism---as the most important mediating mechanism challenges some implicit assumptions in SAL research and authentic leadership theory. Some exceptions aside (e.g., [@bibr59-1046496417732403]), research on authentic leadership has mainly studied emotional-motivational and cognitive mediators (see [@bibr4-1046496417732403]). For instance, [@bibr64-1046496417732403] found that group affective tone mediates the association of SAL with new venture performance. Similarly, [@bibr31-1046496417732403] showed that trust in management explained some beneficial effects of authentic leadership on store performance. Our research suggests these findings may be incomplete in that behavioral mechanisms may work in parallel with these emotional-motivational and cognitive mediators.

That we found multiple mediating mechanisms to act in parallel also contributes to the broader literature on shared leadership. [@bibr45-1046496417732403] found team trust to mediate the association between shared leadership and team performance, but suggested that other mechanisms may work alongside team trust (e.g., team cognition), because "trust is but one facet of the social functioning of the group" (p. 780). [@bibr111-1046496417732403], similarly, called for research studying mediators other than team confidence---which was the focus of their meta-analytic investigation. Our study addressed this call, thereby deepening our understanding of shared leadership and the fundamental processes underlying its effects. Such knowledge is essential because it helps develop interventions for practice that specifically target the variables (e.g., team coordination) in the mediating process ([@bibr90-1046496417732403]).

Instead of treating SAL as a unidimensional construct (see [@bibr64-1046496417732403]), we followed recommendations from [@bibr5-1046496417732403], [@bibr51-1046496417732403], and [@bibr110-1046496417732403] to examine SAL at the component level. We found that the dimensions of SAL have differential effects on team effectiveness. Although we would not have obtained substantially different results had we studied SAL as a unidimensional construct, our multidimensional findings are more nuanced and provide novel insights that we otherwise would have missed. For instance, only self-awareness and relational transparency---but not balanced processing and internalized moral perspective---were associated with impact factor through coordination. If we had assessed SAL as a unidimensional construct, we would have inferred an overall indirect relationship instead. Thus, our analysis highlights the need to more systematically examine the effects of authentic leadership at the component level.

Finally, our study contributes to the field of the science of team science ([@bibr17-1046496417732403]; [@bibr48-1046496417732403]; [@bibr123-1046496417732403]; [@bibr126-1046496417732403]). Over the last decade, our understanding of the challenges of team science has greatly increased (see [@bibr17-1046496417732403]). Still, there is little research into the kind of leadership and teamwork that may help scientific teams cope with challenges. [@bibr123-1046496417732403] thus called for research into team factors that may explain manuscript success/quality. Our study responds to these calls and addresses the question of how to execute science in teams by explaining how shared leadership stimulates high-quality research output (i.e., through team coordination) and by pointing to the limits of SAL. That is, by increasing shared cognition and team trust, SAL may also limit creativity and innovation in research teams, making it more difficult for them to publish in the most esteemed peer-reviewed management journals.

Limitations and Future Research {#section30-1046496417732403}
-------------------------------

One limitation of our study is that we relied upon self-reports (except for impact factor) to measure our model variables, raising common method concerns. Based on the expectations for assessing the potential effects of common method variance proposed by [@bibr34-1046496417732403], we believe that common method concerns are unlikely to be a major issue in our data for the following reasons: (a) Team members held the best insights regarding the focal constructs under study, (b) we used established scales and demonstrated convergent/discriminant validity of the model constructs, and (c) we mitigated threats of method effects proactively and found our results were confirmed when controlling for social desirability bias---using five items from the Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding ([@bibr114-1046496417732403]).^[7](#fn7-1046496417732403){ref-type="fn"}^

Second, we cannot rule out reverse causality completely because we measured most of our model variables simultaneously. As such, hindsight bias on the part of participants may be an alternate explanation for the results found; however, given that participants were asked about their perceptions of the team in multiple ways, hindsight bias may have been somewhat lessened in the current study ([@bibr127-1046496417732403]). Furthermore, one could speculate that performance perceptions influence the degree to which teams share their leadership responsibilities. Although conceivable, it seems unlikely that perceived team performance (or team satisfaction) drives leadership, and extant research supports the direction of influence we tested (e.g., [@bibr64-1046496417732403]). Still, future cross-lagged analysis is needed to robustly establish the direction of influence.

Third, we purposefully sampled teams who had published their work because we wanted a somewhat objective measure of scholarly team success (i.e., publication quality). By sampling only teams that managed to publish their work, we may have restricted the variance in our variables. Such range restriction has been found to deflate rather than inflate correlations relative to what one would expect to find if no restriction of range occurred (e.g., [@bibr10-1046496417732403]; [@bibr24-1046496417732403]). Thus, we might have underestimated the correlations, relative to what the associations may be in an unrestricted sample ([@bibr10-1046496417732403]). Although this does not reduce confidence in the significant effects found in this study, the nonsignificant correlations need to be interpreted with caution. Specifically, we found SMM to not mediate the link between SAL and team satisfaction. Before disqualifying SMM as a mediator, further unrestricted testing seems warranted.

Fourth, consistent with the approach taken by [@bibr64-1046496417732403] to operationalize SAL, we used a referent shift approach where the stem for the Authentic Leadership Questionnaire was changed from "my leader" to "members of this team." However, [@bibr137-1046496417732403] note, the use of such composition methods to operationalize group-level constructs can be problematic. Here, it is important to recognize that we follow their recommendations to employ aggregation statistics (e.g., ICC(1) and ICC(2)) and factor analysis to assess the reliability and construct validity of the resultant group-level measure. Nevertheless, we advocate for a more complete assessment of the construct validity of the SAL measure following the more extensive procedures for multilevel theory building and scale development by [@bibr137-1046496417732403].

Fifth, the number of mediating mechanisms accounted for in our study was limited, and more complex multiple models are conceivable. Scholars may want to complicate our model by distinguishing different types of SMM ([@bibr99-1046496417732403]) and/or between explicit and implicit coordination mechanisms ([@bibr120-1046496417732403]). Future studies should also explore boundary conditions of SAL (e.g., [@bibr65-1046496417732403]) and assess whether different team functions are context specific. Possibly, emotional and cognitive team functions are more relevant in nonresearch teams. For instance, in new venture and strategy making teams, SAL may operate primarily through affect rather than coordination (see [@bibr45-1046496417732403]; [@bibr64-1046496417732403]). To test this possibility, future research should build and test more complex conditional indirect effects models within this literature.

Practical Implications {#section31-1046496417732403}
----------------------

Our findings have several practical implications. First, our finding that SAL associates with team effectiveness while controlling for team size and past research productivity underscores the fact that research team success is not only a matter of composition, but is also dependent upon leadership and teamwork. This finding aligns with that of [@bibr143-1046496417732403] who found that team analytic work depends both on individual expertise and collaboration. Thus, our results should motivate research teams to invest in leadership and team-building activities.

Second, our results indicate that SAL may have some unintended negative side effects, as indicated by the negative indirect effect of SAL on impact factor mediated via team trust and SMM. Thus, management scholars may need to remind themselves that a healthy amount of skepticism (toward each other's ideas and contributions) might increase, instead of decrease, their publication prospects ([@bibr81-1046496417732403]). Coauthors may also need to refresh their author team's cognitive structures by restructuring teams periodically ([@bibr131-1046496417732403]).

Finally, coauthors may judge their team to be effective, but may nonetheless fail to publish in top-tier management outlets. Author teams should be cautious about relying on their own judgment as a leading indicator of future publication success, and instead invite critical feedback from subject matter experts who are not on the author team ([@bibr131-1046496417732403]). However, it is important that author teams select reviewers who are indeed critical; otherwise, teams may end up with positively biased feedback that may do more harm than good (see [@bibr9-1046496417732403]). As the design of a research study cannot be altered once the data have been collected, it seems important to receive such critical feedback early in the research process, instead of when a manuscript summarizing the findings is available.

Conclusion {#section32-1046496417732403}
==========

As workplaces grow increasingly complex and dynamic, organizations are placing a premium on teams, teamwork, and complementary leadership processes. While this is true across a wide array of work contexts, to date, little attention has been devoted to the importance of teamwork in research teams. We begin filling this void by studying SAL---a form of leadership that is particularly well suited for fostering the requisite levels of collaboration and coordination that scientific teamwork requires. Our results suggest team coordination is the primary mediating mechanism, and SMM and team trust serve as secondary mechanisms, whereby SAL is related to perceived team performance and satisfaction. However, while research teams high on trust and SMM expressed greater satisfaction with the team and perceived their performance to be high, they were surprisingly less successful in publishing their work in high-impact journals. Possibly, it is that research teams high in SAL experience pluralistic arrogance---a form of groupthink---that causes them to think they are performing better than objective outcomes suggest. Our results thus hint not only at the benefits of SAL, but also highlight potential adverse consequences that heretofore have not been considered. Moreover, our findings suggest that when it comes to research teams, the importance of team coordination for team effectiveness may be key to helping the team reach their desired outcomes.
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Note that this shift in perspective (from a single leader to the team) does not alter the nature of the authentic leadership behaviors displayed and that the logic of our approach aligns with [@bibr64-1046496417732403], one of the very few studies to explore shared authentic leadership (SAL). Although competing measurement methods exist (e.g., network density measures), meta-analytic findings show that measurement differences are unlikely to have any substantial implications for shared leadership and its effects ([@bibr140-1046496417732403]).

Note that we are not permitted to depict all SAL items because they form part of a copyright-protected measurement scale. Still, we wish to mention that the items on self-awareness primarily reflect a sense of self-evaluation and willingness to learn about oneself and about how one's behavior affects others. As such, this operationalization is congruent with its conceptual definition.

We obtained evidence for the validity of the team trust scale using complete data obtained from teams where we had only one respondent per team (*n* = 325 single-respondent teams). These data were not used in our main analysis. The validity assessment was necessary because the three items were taken from an article ([@bibr139-1046496417732403]) that was retracted after our data collection was completed (Retraction published 2014, *Journal of Organizational Behavior, 35*, p. 746). Cronbach's alpha was .82.

Note that we do not report effect size measures for mediation effects. This is because commonly used effect size measures "have not yet been extended for use in models involving multiple mediators" ([@bibr117-1046496417732403], p. 108). [@bibr141-1046496417732403], more recently, expressed similar concerns.

We considered the possibility that research team effectiveness may depend on the mix of scholars in terms of research experience and productivity. Thus, we reran our analyses controlling for team-level diversity in research productivity (approximated via the H-index); we distinguished between diversity as separation and as disparity ([@bibr60-1046496417732403]). For 93% of the indirect effects models that we tested, results remained essentially unchanged (i.e., the direction and significance of the relationships was confirmed). As per a reviewer's suggestion, we also assessed whether the length of the publication process and number of rejections at other journals might have had an impact on the perceived effectiveness of the team (i.e., team performance and team satisfaction). To this end, we controlled for the number of journals that had rejected the paper prior to acceptance. We found that both the nature and significance of our results remained unchanged. We thus have confidence that our results do not depend on the length of the publication process. Results of this analysis are available upon request from the first author.

Findings are available upon request from the first author.
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